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INTRODUCTION

Primavera Prime helps organizations complete projects on
time and within budget by enabling them to prioritize, plan,
manage, and evaluate projects with an integrated, cloud-
based solution for managing cost, schedule, scope, risk,
resources, and commitments. The Primavera Prime
application optimizes and integrates critical processes,
scope, schedule, cost data, and documents across the
organization. Its Intuitive user interface can be tailored to
your business to increase adoption, minimize training, and
deliver rapid time to value.

OVERVIEW

Primavera Prime is a cloud-based enterprise solution that allows users to manage all aspects of project
management and project pipeline and prioritize projects through portfolio management. Key features
include real-time visibility into project cost, schedule, risk, and performance information, which help
project managers and stakeholders make the right decisions. Primavera Prime provides tools for portfolio
managers to evaluate multiple scenarios and arrive at an optimal plan to allocate financial budgets that
are aligned with strategic goals. Cloud-based risk analysis using risk registers and Monte Carlo simulation
allow project managers and risk specialists to analyse potential impacts. Enterprise social collaboration
features allow project teams to communicate effectively in real time and manage project planning,
monitoring, and execution efficiently. Plus, flexible, powerful dashboard and reporting capabilities give
stakeholders access to critical information

 Unite project teams and
stakeholders with a host of
collaboration and feedback
capabilities in the cloud

 Integrate scope, cost, and
schedule solutions under a
single platform

 Integrated project portfolio
and capital plan management

 Mobile application provides
users with a rich, targeted
user interface and experience

 Leverage Primavera Prime’s
easy interface and simple
deployment to save time,
money, and reduce the risk of
change resistance

 Empower users with more
autonomy
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 Context driven, lightweight
user interface

 Global search and navigation
to major functional areas

 Built-in workflows with an
option to expand via
configuration

 Web-based interface with no
client installation or plug-ins

 Review and approval of
updates to ensure project
integrity

 iPad and iPhone applications
support to update project
data

 Flexible dashboards,
performance scorecards and
reporting solutions

 Innovative user interface and
personalized experience

 Integrate with Primavera P6
and Unifier to support you
through the full Plan, build and
Operate lifecycle

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Project Management

Primavera Prime Cloud Service provides project managers with a set of tools to effectively manage

simple and complex projects under a single platform. Primavera Prime capabilities allow organizations

to manage various aspects of a project and include:

Scope Management: Allows project manager

and schedulers to manage all aspects of

project scope including planning, tracking, and

status.

Schedule Management: Web-based solution

allows project managers to handle scheduling

of a project including work breakdown

structure, activities, resource assignment, and

scheduling.

Cost Management: Cloud-based tool allows
project managers to manage basic and
complex cost management scenarios that
interact with various modules of the project to
provide a single user interface to manage
project cost including forecast information

Resource Management: Enterprise-level
solution allows project managers to utilize
company resources effectively by leveraging
capabilities such as leveling and resource
analysis.
Risk Management: Cloud-based solution
enables project managers and risk specialists
to leverage qualitative and quantitative risk
analysis, risk registers, and Monte Carlo
simulations to analyze and mitigate project
risk.
Document Collaboration: Built-in document

management solution allows project team

members and personnel to communicate and

collaborate effectively via documents.
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Portfolio Management

Primavera Prime enables portfolio planners, executives, stakeholders, and project managers to

prioritize and select projects collaboratively. The solution provides comprehensive long-range tools for

capital planning and budget approval across project portfolios, including:

Portfolio Planning: Portfolio managers can

determine which projects to undertake

during a planning cycle. Capabilities such as

KPIs, scenarios, scenario comparison, and

budget planning allow planners to prioritize

and select projects.

Portfolio Prioritization and Project Selection

Primavera Prime displays projects and

proposed projects on interactive, editable

listing pages with full grouping and sorting

capability enabling the portfolio manager to

slice and dice project data for evaluation

purposes.

Project Execution Primavera Prime allows

customers to capture, baseline and report

on portfolio level measures or KPIs

throughout the project lifecycle. Typical

data that’s summarized for use in portfolio

monitoring during project execution

includes schedule information, project costs,

and resource data.

Portfolio Monitoring Rich portfolio filtering

and KPI monitoring via customizable

measures formulae allow for ongoing

monitoring of portfolio performance. Project

portfolios can be monitored by displaying

portfolio measures on flexible performance

scorecards, either at the project level or as a

summary across similar portfolios within a

workspace

.

Primavera Prime Mobile

Primavera Prime provides a mobile application that allows project managers and field users to access

portfolio, project, documents, scope, and activity related information both in online and offline mode.

RELATED PRODUCTS RELATED SERVICES

 Prime Portfolio Cloud Service

 Prime Progress Cloud Service

 Prime Projects Cloud Service

 Primavera P6 EPPm

 Primavera Unifier

 Instantis EnterpriseTrack

 Oracle Primavera Training

 Application Consultancy

 Integration Consultancy

 Health Checks


